
Duplex Sequencing libraries were prepared using genomic DNA inputs of 0.5 ug 
to 3.0 ug. The Duplex depth per library represents the number of original DNA 
molecules with sequences recovered from both strands. Duplex depths of more 
than 45,000x can be achieved in a single reaction. The limit of detection (LOD) in 
a DS assay is inversely proportional to the total Duplex depth of a sample at the 
locus of interest: the greater the depth, the greater the sensitivity.
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DS Accurately and Reproducibly 
Detects Mutations from 1/100 
to <1/100,000 in a Cell Line 
MRD Model

Genes in AML Capture Panel

Duplex Depth = True Molecular Depth

DS Accurately Detects Mutations 
Below 1/50,000 in a Patient-Based 
MRD Model

151 exons or hotspot codons in 29 genes recurrently mutated in AML are 
targeted with hybrid capture probes. If expected mutations are known, custom 
panels or sub-panels can be used for more efficient sequencing. More than 93% 
of AML patients carry a mutation in at least 1 panel gene. 

DNA from 9 cell lines with unique mutations in AML genes was serially diluted 
into normal peripherlal blood DNA from a healthy 18 year old at ratios from 
1:100-1:100,000 in a single mix. The DNA mixture was prepped as DS libraries 
and sequenced in 3 independent runs. Supplemental sequencing brought the 
total to over 1 million Duplex molecular depth. All mutations were detected in 
all runs. The 3 replicate runs had r2 values of 0.98, 0.96 and 0.95, with 
maximum Duplex depths of 257,058, 404,837 and 300,570, respectively. Error 
bars represent Wilson 95% binomial confidence intervals. Predicted MAF 
values were adjusted for known copy number alterations in cell lines.

The cell line mixture data were analyzed with standard NGS software, by SSCS or 
by Duplex Sequencing. The x-axis shows base positions in the 584 bp custom 
capture panel. The y-axis displays mutant allele frequency (MAF) at each position 
(axis truncated at 0.1%).

All positions had background errors with standard NGS, with many positions 
>0.1%. Background was reduced with SSCS, but all positions had background 
errors and true mutations <0.1% were obscured. DS revealed spiked-in mutations 
<0.001% (1/100,000) and every expected mutation was detected. The majority of 
DS positions had 0 background counts, even at extreme sequencing depths.

Duplex Sequencing Reveals Mutations 
Below 1/100,000

• Duplex Sequencing (DS) combines extreme sensitivity with the 
ability to flexibly capture and sequence any number of target genes.

• DS reveals low-frequency mutations that are obscured by errors in 
both standard NGS and other error-correction techniques.

• DS can confidently detect mutations at levels below 1/100,000.

• Duplex depths of >45,000x can be generated in a single library.

• Our standard DS AML gene panel is generalizable to >93% of patients.

• Duplex Sequencing is uniquely well suited to translational and 
clinical AML MRD detection, and validation against clinical 
outcomes with hundreds of patient samples among four clinical 
trials sample sets is ongoing.

Conclusions
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DuplexSeq™ Tag
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Duplex Sequencing Eliminates Technical Background
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The presence of minimal residual disease (MRD) after therapy in acute myeloid leukemia 
(AML) is the strongest predictor of relapse. Emerging molecular approaches for MRD 
detection use the persistence of somatically acquired mutations in leukemic cells as a 
marker of residual disease. PCR-based methods are very sensitive, but must be 
customized for each patient. Next generation sequencing (NGS) can interrogate many 
genes simultaneously, but technical noise obscures mutations below approximately 1% 
frequency. Unique molecular identifiers (UMI) in single-strand consensus sequencing 
(SSCS) can decrease background, but will not allow detection of ultra-rare mutations. 
Duplex Sequencing uses information from both strands of DNA molecules to achieve a 
very high degree of error correction, which reduces the miscall rate to below 
one-in-ten-million. Here we present a broadly applicable Duplex Sequencing assay for 
AML MRD quantification. We demonstrate detection of AML mutations at levels from 
1/100 (1%) to below 1/100,000 (0.001%) with high accuracy and reproducibility.
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Identical (or relatable) degenerate tags 
in each strand.

An asymmetry allowing independent 
strand identification.
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DNA was obtained from an AML patient with 5 clonal mutations known at the 
time of diagnosis. This was diluted 1:100, 1:500, 1:1,000, 1:5,000 and 
1:10,000-fold into normal peripheral blood DNA to model a mixture of 
low-frequency mutations in MRD. DS was performed on all dilutions using a 
targeted hybrid capture panel to a maximum Duplex depth of 52,169x. MRD was 
accurately detected at all dilution factors. Only the 2 lowest frequency individual 
mutations below the LOD at this sequencing depth were not detected. Error bars 
show Wilson 95% binomial confidence intervals.

DNA was obtained from an AML patient with 5 clonal mutations known at the 
time of diagnosis. This was diluted 1:100, 1:500, 1:1,000, 1:5,000 and 
1:10,000-fold into normal peripheral blood DNA to model a mixture of 
low-frequency mutations in MRD. DS was performed on all dilutions using a 
targeted hybrid capture panel to a maximum Duplex depth of 52,169x. MRD was 
accurately detected at all dilution factors. Only the 2 lowest frequency individual 
mutations below the LOD at this sequencing depth were not detected. Error bars 
show Wilson 95% binomial confidence intervals.

Error spikes at some
positions reach levels
of nearly 1/1,000


